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OWENSBORO CAMPUS RIBBON CUTTING – JUNE 8, 2005
DR. RANSDELL TALKING POINTS

• WKU HAS HAD A PRESENCE IN OWENSBORO SINCE 1968 – WESTERN OFFERS JUNIOR AND SENIOR LEVEL COURSEWORK AS WELL AS MASTERS PROGRAMS, RANK 1 AND SOME OF THE COURSEWORK NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND COMBINED DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN EDUCATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

• (YOU WILL WANT TO THANK THE OWENSBORO COMMUNITY AND PARTICULARLY THE CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR THE USE OF THE LONGFELLOW BUILDING, ETC.)

• CURRENT ENROLLMENT IS AROUND 650 DURING THE FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS

• WE ESTIMATE THAT 100 OCTC STUDENTS PER YEAR ARE MOVING INTO BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAMS AND WE EXPECT THAT NUMBER TO DOUBLE NOW THAT OUR MOVE TO THE OCTC CAMPUS IS COMPLETE
• The move to the OCTC Campus was prompted by Western's commitment to co-locate with the Owensboro Community and Technical College in the new technical center that will soon be underway (Thank the members of the General Assembly – Senator David Boswell, Representative Tommy Thompson and Representative Joe Bowen and others from the region – not sure who will be present – as well as Mayor Tom Watson, Judge Executive Reid Haire and the Owensboro Chamber of Commerce for their commitment to securing Phase One last year and Phase Two next year to complete a $24 million building to house both the Owensboro Community and Technical College as well as Western Kentucky University).

• Last September classes were moved from the Longfellow Building to the OCTC Campus. Dr. Brookman and her staff working out of one location and their students were in another.

• The completion of this renovation of space has allowed us to move all of our administrative offices, ITV classrooms and computer labs to the OCTC Campus.
• This project and the addition of the modular classrooms located at OCTC last year represent more than a $600,000 commitment by WKU to the Owensboro community and to the OCTC campus location.

Special appreciation goes to Marilyn Brookman for her leadership and linkage for WKU to the Owensboro area—and most especially to Dr. Jackie Addington who has opened her campus to Western, contributed critical time, energy, and resources to Western, and served as a valued partner to WKU and the Owensboro campus. Together, we seek to build the community bridge of Owensboro.